
FORM THREE HISTORY HOLIDAY PACKAGE 

Essay Questions  

1. What are the theories that explain the scramble for and partition of African continent? Use 

four hints. 

2. The scramble for and partition of African continent differed from one area to another. What 

were the reason for some areas experienced intensive scramble than others? Write six 

points  

3. In six facts, explain why African resistances failed.  

4. What were the significances of berlin conferences of 1884/1885?  

5. Why British used Dual Mandate system of administration in her African colonies? Give 

six points. 

6. With six points, describe the functions of colonial military and legal institutions towards 

African colonialization.  

7. How indirect rule was important to British during colonial rule? Give six historical facts. 

8. How French polices affected the African societies in West Africa? Use six points.  

9. What were the six techniques employed by the colonialist to introduce colonial economy 

in Africa?  

10.  In six points show how did colonial state uphold the interests of white settlers in the 

colonies.  

11.  What were the features of peasant economy? Provide six points 

12.  Migrant labourers were preferred by the colonial state in the colonies compared to other 

kinds of laboures. Substantiate this statement with the aid of six hints.    

13.  What were the features of colonial education? Give six points.  

14.  In six facts explain the impacts of colonial health services.  

15.  Colonial infrastructure was for the betterment of Africans. Discus this statement in six 

hints.  

16.  In six historical facts show how colonial social services were discriminative in nature.  

17. What were the long term and immediate causes of the Great War of 1914 to 1918? 

18.  Write three impacts of the first world war and three channels that made the war to spread 

worldwide.  

19.  In six points explain the causes and indicators of the Great Economic Depression that 

lasted until 1939.  

20.   What were the impacts of the Great Economic Depression on African societies? Give six 

points.    

 


